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ABSTRACT
Diversification strategy is chosen by managers of companies to develop their business that can improve the
performance of a company. One way to evaluate the performance of company management is by give
compensation. Ownership in the structure capital in company there are several kinds one sample of the managerial
ownership is the ownership of shares owned by managers and employees. The size of the company can see the
total assets owned by the company used to generate profits. Performance is a way to measure the level of success
of a company from management activities whose information is obtained from the company's financial statements.
The object of research is manufacturing sector companies listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX) in 20152018, The results in the research in that the strategy of diversification, compensation of director’s and managerial
ownership is not given affect to be able to the performance of the company, while the results of the size of the
company influences the company's performance.
Keywords: Diversification Strategy, Board of Directors Compensation, Managerial Ownership, and company
size

1. INTRODUCTION
The era of globalization now, the level of need
for the use of technology is very high. The use of this
technology is supported by a very adequate internet
network so that communication in trade between
countries is very easy and triggers the ASEAN
Economic Community (AEC). One of the impacts of
the AEC is that every company competes to become
a excellect company. In addition to the impact
caused by the AEC, company competition is also
getting tougher due to the industrial revolution 4.0.
BBC.Com (2018), revolution 4.0 is a source of
revolution where technology development is very
fast and this technology can help companies expand
market share easily. In the development and growth
of companies in Indonesia, which is increasingly
rapid, which causes each company to carry out
operational activities will implement various
strategies to survive and improve company
performance.

Diversification strategy is a geographic
expansion of the business as well as market share or
making the products of a company into various types
which are expected to improve company
performance (Harto, 2005). Good or bad in company
performance can be supported management in the
company to choosed strategy for achieved purposed
company, many strategies to choosed from
management. Diversafication strategy is one of
several corporate strategies. Reasearch on Lukman
(2014) that the diversification strategy carried out by
the company has a improve effect on company
performance, and Azis, Hermawan, dan Rossieta.
(2016) also that diversification strategies can reduce
company performance.
Implementing a diversification strategy in
improving company performance, motivating
company managers is another method to improve
company performance in achieving company goals
by providing compensation for directors. Company
can used to motivate management to improve
company performance, compensation for directors
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can also solve conflict problems that often occur in
companies
The research Theeravanich (2013) which
examines the compensation of directors, concludes
that the compensation for directors has no positive
effect on company performance. Meanwhile,
research of the Azis, et all (2016) stated that
compensation for directors be affected positive for
company performance.
Managerial ownership is the one ownership
structures in the company showing that the company
is also owned by the company management and even
by employees. Therefore, managerial ownership
indicates that there is a share of share ownership
from the management, but management remains an
active party in various company operational
activities (Wahyudi and Pawestri, 2006). With
managerial ownership, it will have an indirect
impact on the company in an effort to align the
position of management and company employees
with shareholders. The research at Short and Keasey
(1999) who have examined the effect of managerial
ownership on managerial performance, it is
concluded that ownership has a positive impact on
company performance.
Firm size as the last independent variable in this
study is due to the inconsistency of research results
in several studies that have been conducted. The
Reasearch of Kurniasari (2014), to find out the size
company can be seen of the total assets if value of
the assets is getting bigger the more the company can
be diversified to improve company performance, this
is because large companies have large enough
funding. The object of this study consists of
manufacturing companies listed on the Indonesian
stock exchange for the 2015-2018 period.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Agency Theory
This theory of a relationship involving two
parties, the first party is called the principal party or
also known as the owner, which consists of one or
more people who make a relationship with two
parties which are usually called agents or
management, the principal party has an obligation.
provide funds for operational activities while the
agent manages the company to achieve company
goals.

Jensen and Meckling (1976), agency conflict has
two relationships, the first is conflict caused by the
manager and the shareholders, the manager acts in
the interests of the manager by adding facilities with
the aim of the manager's own interests that will be
obtained from the company because the provision of
such facilities will be at the expense of the
shareholder or the principal.

2.2 Diversification Strategy
Strategy is a company way of achieved purpose
vision and mission company, company objectives
where the company can offer goods and services
according to the needs of consumers (Rangkuti,
2014: 3).
There are two types of diversification strategies,
related diversification strategies and unrelated
diversification strategies. When the company
switches to new business lines that are still related to
the company's operational activities, while
companies that implement a strategy in which the
company's value chain is not in accordance with
operational activities or what is usually called a
diversified strategy activity is not related, the
company will do things by acquiring other
companies that have high opportunities for
sustainability but with the problem of lack of
funding sources in carrying out operational activities
(David, 2015:133)

2.3 Compensation for The Board of
Directors
If management in the company can be to worked
together determining the strategies undertaken by
the company in achieving company goals and
solving various problems that occur such as agency
conflicts in a company. In providing compensation
is a reciprocal action on the performance of the board
of directors during their function and is a sense of
concern from the owner to the board of directors
(Jensen and Meckling, 1976). In addition to being
used to motivate management to improve company
performance, board of directors compensation is
used as a way to solve conflict problems that often
occur in companies. Chen (2013), if the
compensation for directors given is too large
compared to the duties and responsibilities given to
the directors, then the compensation will disturb the
performance of a company.
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2.4 Corporate Governance Mechanisms
Corporate governance is a system that directs and
controls the relationship between investors,
managers, creditors, government, employees in
fulfilling the rights and obligations of these parties.
In addition, the reason for one of the impacts of
implementing corporate governance is that it can
overcome the problem of agency conflicts in a
company by overcoming monitoring and assessing
the performance of a company and also controlling
the behavior of managers who are concerned with
the interests of managers. (Sutedi, 2012: 1)
In implementing corporate governance, the
objective is to be able to motivate managers to run
according to the wishes of investors and to reduce
agency problems that occur (Hamdani, 2016: 31). In
this study, the corporate governance mechanism will
use the managerial ownership factor, because
managerial ownership is expected to affect the
operational activities of the company which will
affect the company's performance in achieving one
of the company's many goals, namely to maximize
the company's value.

2.5 Company Performance
Company performance is the level of success of
management in managing the company to achieve
success, company performance is measured using
financial analysis tools so that can be measure
whether management can manage the company well
in achieving company goals (Rani, 2015).
In determining the company's performance, it is
said to be good, it requires a complete and accurate
company financial report, the income statement in
the financial report can have an impact in the form
of evaluating the performance of each component in
the company's operational activities besides the
performance also regarding the profitability carried
out by the operational segment
Brigham and Houston (2014: 133) company
financial statements are used to evaluate company
performance in terms of finance. In measuring the
effectiveness of financial ratios, financial ratios
include liquidity ratios, profitability ratios, and
growth ratios. Brigham and Houston (2014: 134).

other profitability ratios for the company because of
how managers solve problems and earn profits with
available company assets, if the higher the ROA of a
company it can be said that The company's
performance has increased

2.6 The Effect of Diversification Strategy on
Company Performance
Strategy is a company way of achieving goals,
company objectives where the company can offer
goods and services according to the needs of
consumers (Rangkuti, 2014: 3). Along with the
growing pace of the company in the process of
making various types of products, it has an impact
on consumers, where consumers will quickly feel
bored with old products. The hypothesis that occurs
in this study:
H1: Diversification strategy be affected positive on
Company performance

2.7 Effect of Compensation of Directors on
Company Performance.
Compensation for directors is a reciprocal
between the company and the manager, besides that
it can also be used as a communication tool for
evaluating the manager's performance in improving
the company's performance and value. Apart from
being used to motivate management to improve
company performance, compensation for directors
can also solve conflict problems that often occur in
companies.
The conflict is about the different views and
interests between the stakeholders and the company
management. The results of research by Azis et al
(2016) in the compensation for directors has a
positive impact on company performance. This is
because the effect of compensation can affect
management control in company performance.
Based on the elaboration, the hypothesis that occurs
in this study.
H2: The Compensation of Directors be affected
positive on Company Performance.

ROA is a measure of the success of the company
in obtaining profits by utilizing assets owned by the
company, ROA is the most important ratio among
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2.8 Effect of Managerial Ownership on
Company Performance
Tjeleni (2013) explains that managerial
ownership is a condition in which management plays
a role as a company manager and also as a share
owner because management owns shares in the
company. The function and role of management to
manage the company is the responsibility of
delegation of authority given by the owner of the
company. The Reasearch Short and Keasey (1999)
an Chen and Yu (2011) have examined the impact of
managerial ownership on company performance,
Them conclude that ownership managerial has a
affected positive on company performance.
H3: Managerial Ownership be affected positive on
Company Performance

2.9 The Influence of Company Size on
Company Performance
Reasearch of Kurniasari (2014), to find out the
size company can be seen of the total assets if value
of the assets is getting bigger the more the company
can be diversified to improve company performance.
This is because large companies have large enough
funding. In calculating the size of the company, one
method can be used, namely the logarithm of total
assets owned by the company. Based on the
elaboration, the hypothesis that occurs in this study.
H4: Company size be affected positive effect on
company performance

in obtaining profits by utilizing assets owned by the
company, according to Brigham and Houston (2014:
148), if the ROA value approaches 1, the more
efficient the company's operations will be
(Kurniasari, 2014).
ROA =

𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑎𝑥
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡

Diversification strategy is one of the strategies
used by companies in expanding their business by
carrying out a strategic business unit (SBU) or a
subsidiary of Wisnuwardhana and Diyanti (2015).
This research will use the measurement or level of
company diversification by using the Herfindahl
index which is derived from the sales of the
company's business segments, the index is generated
based on the square of sales of each operational
segment which will be divided with company's total
sales. If the results of the index are close to number
1, it can be said that the company is increasingly
focused on one product line, whereas if the index
results are close to number 0, the company is said to
be diversifying its products. Villalonga (2004) In
calculating the Herfindahl index it can be formulated
as follows:

Information:
H: Herfindahl Index
Si: The proportion of sales per segment of the
company's total sales.

3. RESEARCH METHOD
This research is a quantitative type of research in
which this study to examine the effect of
diversification strategies, director’s compensation,
ownership in managerial and size in the company
performance. The object of this study will use
manufacturing companies that have been listed on
the IDX in the 2015-2018.
Company performance is the dependent variable
in this study. Company performance is the level of
success of management in managing the company to
achieve success, company performance is measured
using financial analysis tools so that it can be
measured whether management can manage the
company well in achieving company goals (Rani,
2015). ROA is a measure of the company's success

Compensation for directors is one of the
management control mechanisms where the
compensation for directors is expected to motivate
management to improve company performance to
achieve certain company goals. Apart from being
used to motivate management to improve company
performance, compensation for directors can also
solve conflict problems that often occur in
companies. The conflict is about the different views
and interests between the stakeholders and the
company management. Compensation for directors
is a reciprocal between the company and the
manager, besides that it can also be used as a
communication tool for evaluating the manager's
performance in improving the company's
performance and value. In assessing the
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compensation of the Directors (KD), it can be
calculated by the formula:
KD = Ln (Directors' compensation)

Valid N
(listwise)

Managerial ownership in which the variable
strengthens the independent variable in terms of
affecting the dependent variable. Managerial
ownership is part of the shareholder of management
but is an active party in various company operational
activities (Wahyudi and Pawestri, 2006). Sukrini
(2012), managerial ownership is share ownership in
a company where the ownership is owned by
company management and even employees. To find
out the percentage of active management, it can be
measured by adding up the percentage of shares
owned by active management. (Supriyadi, 2017)
KM =

Average
0,0403

Standard Deviation
0,0604

0,9455

0,1102

KD

23,9778

1,3341

KM

0,0646

0,1211

SIZE

28,2965

1,5084

ROA
DIV

Valid N
(listwise
)
Determination Coefficient Test (R2) The
coefficient of determination test results can be seen
in Table 2

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑓 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑛 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑠
R

Reasearch of Kurniasari (2014), to find out the
size company can be seen of the total assets if value
of the assets is getting bigger the more the company
can be diversified to improve company performance.
This is because large companies have large enough
funding. In calculating the size of the company, one
method can be used, namely the logarithm of total
assets owned by the company (Wulandari and
Septiani 2017)

R Square

0.416

F

In the descriptive statistics, this study explains that
the dependent and independent variables used are:
return on assets, diversification strategies,
compensation for directors, managerial ownership
and company size. Table 1 will explain the minimum
value, maximum value, average value, and standard
deviation of each variable.

ROA

N
Minimum Maksmimum
202
-1,1011
0,2273

DIV

202

0,4711

1,0000

KD

202

19,8268

26,3688

KM

202

0,0000

0,68275

SIZE

202

24,5247

32,2010

0.173

Adjusted R
Square
0.156

Std. Error of the
Estimate
0.0556

The results of the coefficient of
determination in table 2 show that the adjusted R
square is 0.156, that the independent variables
(diversification strategy, board of directors
compensation, managerial ownership, and company
size) can affect the dependent variable (company
performance) of 0.156 or 15.6%, so that 84.4% is
explained by other variables not in this study.

Firm Sizes = Ln (Total Asset)

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

202

Signfikansi

10,288

0,000

The results of the F statistical test in table 3
show a significance value of F of 0.000. This shows
that the regression model in testing the hypothesis of
the effect of diversification strategies, directors
compensation, managerial ownership, company size
on company performance is a model that is fit or
feasible to use because it has a significance value of
F less than 0.05.
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KP = α+β1DIV+ β2KD + β3KM+ β4SIZE + e
KP = -0,374+-0,053 DIV+ 0,003 KD + 0,06 KM +
0,014 SIZE
The coefficient of the research diversification
strategy (DU) independent variable has a negative
value of -0.053, so it can be concluded that the
diversification strategy will reduce ROA by 0.053
and also this strategy is positive with sig.t, namely
0.232 but 0.232> 0.05.
The coefficient of directors' compensation
(KD) is 0.003, so it can be concluded that if the
compensation for the directors increases, it will also
increase the value of the company's ROA by 0.003
and the compensation for the directors is also
positive with sig.t, namely 0.490 but 0.490> 0.05.
The coefficient of managerial ownership (KM)
in this study shows a positive value of 0.06, so it can
be concluded that if managerial ownership increases,
it will also have an impact on ROA which increases
by 0.06 and managerial ownership is also positive
with sig.t, which is 0.076 however 0.076> 0.05
The coefficient of company size (SIZE) in this
study also shows a positive value, which is equal to
0.014, so it can be concluded that if there is an
increase in the value of the company size it will
increase the ROA value by 0.014 and also have a
positive sign with sig.t, which is 0.001 and 0.001 <
0,5.
Based on research analysis, it is concluded that
the first hypothesis is not accepted, because
diversification strategy do not have an impact on
company performance, if the diversification strategy
is not supported by the efficient and effective
allocation of company resources.
That the second hypothesis in research of is no
accepted, In the second hypothesis to provide
evidence company performance can't be influenced
by role of the directors' compensation. Due to the
provision of compensation, both large and small, can
only affect the motivation of the directors on a fairly
small scale.
Based on the results of the research analysis, it
is concluded that the third hypothesis is rejected,
which proves that the role of managers in having
share ownership in the company is proven to have no
effect on company performance. This shows that
managerial ownership in a company has not shown
that managerial ownership can affect company
performance. This is because the percentage of

managerial ownership does not have a high enough
level of materiality with other stock ownership.
The fourth hypothesis is accepted, that the size
of the company will affect the performance of the
company. This shows that company size can affect
company performance because the size of the
company will affect the company's performance.
The research limitedness, in the study there are
four independent variables are diversification
strategies, director’s compensation, managerial
ownership, and company size with these variables
still unable to influence the dependent variable. The
research sample only uses manufacturing companies
with several criteria so that the manufacturing
companies cannot be comprehensive. In the research
sample only 4 years period so it cannot show the of
diversification strategies in improving company
performance.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions and limitations of the study,
the researchers provided suggestions for further
research. Expected to add measurements to the
independent variables of diversification strategies
such as cost leadership and differentiation (Azis, et
al, 2016). Researchers are expected to add
manufacturing companies with other companies in
the research object. Researchers are expected to add
the length of the period in the research sample so that
they can see the trend of diversification strategies on
company performance.
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